Recent Developments

European Criminal Justice Integration 5.0: Towards a European Public Prosecutor’s Office. By Johanna Goehler†

Each year, the European Union loses approximately €3 billion due to fraud. National law enforcement authorities, although exclusively competent to prosecute offences against the EU’s budget, do not sufficiently intervene. In times of economic crisis and declining citizen trust, the EU is no longer prepared to accept this waste of taxpayer money, and has recently proposed what has become the most controversial issue in EU criminal justice policy: the establishment of a European Public Prosecutor’s Office (EPPO).

I. THE SIGNIFICANCE OF A EUROPEAN PUBLIC PROSECUTOR

Currently, the administration of criminal justice within the EU is exclusively a task for the member states. EU involvement in criminal matters is limited to facilitating cooperation between the nation states, primarily through enhancing mutual recognition of judicial decisions, and secondarily through harmonizing specific areas of national criminal law. European law enforcement authorities and European criminal law sensu stricto do not yet exist. The EPPO would be the first supranational authority competent to prosecute crimes against the EU’s financial interests throughout the EU. Thus, the implementation of an EPPO would signal a paradigm shift. For the first time, the EU would take on direct responsibility for the protection of its financial
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interests, combat insufficient prosecution priorities of the member states, and offer a progressive answer to cross-border challenges in an open-border environment.

The proposal’s reformatory and controversial character is indicated by its long history of evolution. By the 1990s, scholars had introduced the idea of a European public prosecutor; and in 2001, the European Commission took it up in a green paper. Yet, only the 2009 reformation of the EU core treaties gave the EU the actual legal power for its implementation, promoting the vision of a supranational prosecutor into a realistic possibility. With the recent economic crisis contributing to a favorable political climate, the EU has now finally initiated the legislative procedure to establish an EPPO.

II. CHALLENGES IN A MULTI-LEVEL GOVERNANCE SYSTEM

As the EU is pushing for the implementation of an EPPO, certain member states are concerned that a supranational prosecutor would interfere with something they regard as a core field of national sovereignty: their administration of criminal justice. In fact, Denmark, the United Kingdom, and Ireland have decided not to participate in the EPPO. Along similar lines, parliaments of eleven member states have filed complaints that the current legislative proposal fails to comply with the EU subsidiarity requirement. While some critics contest the overall need for action, others claim that the EU
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should instead strengthen the existing cooperation mechanisms. Such interventions, these latter critics posit, would infringe less on national sovereignty and protect the EU budget more efficiently and cost-effectively.

These concerns reflect a widespread skepticism that has confronted the idea of an EPPO since its inception. Yet, with the recent economic crisis, the climate has changed. The current political and academic debate centers less on if the EPPO should exist and has instead shifted to how it should be established.

III. A DECENTRALIZED AND INTEGRATED MODEL

The proposed regulation on the establishment of the EPPO addresses various questions regarding the functioning of the future office. The rules that determine the envisioned EPPO’s character most are those that govern its organization and modus operandi.

Regarding organization, the EPPO would be structured as an independent European institution consisting of a central authority and decentralized system of European delegated prosecutors. The European delegated prosecutors would be integrated into national prosecution systems and carry out operational work on behalf of the EPPO. The central authority would decide strategic matters, such as the EPPO’s prosecution policy, and monitor operational work.

Regarding the modus operandi, the EPPO would be competent to lead the investigation and prosecution of offenses against the EU’s budget in the member states. The pretrial procedure would be governed primarily by the law of the member state on whose territory an investigation is conducted. EU law would only prescribe certain minimum standards; the enactment of a comprehensive European code of criminal procedure is not planned. Finally,
the EPPO would bring its cases before domestic criminal courts, applying *lex fori*, since the EU treaties do not envisage the creation of a genuine European criminal court.

This brief introduction to the legislative proposal demonstrates certain key characteristics of the envisioned EPPO: decentralization, integration with the national legal systems with prevailing application of domestic law, and close cooperation with national law enforcement authorities. These characteristics may be surprising in the context of a supranational authority. Officially, they are justified as having practical advantages. Practically, they represent the reality that EU legislators must respect the member states’ concerns over forfeiting their sovereignty when deciding on the design of the EPPO; otherwise, the member states will refuse to participate. The European Commission’s decentralized and integrated approach is intended to mitigate these national concerns and promote greater support for the proposal among the member states. Clearly, criminal justice initiatives in the EU multi-level governance system have to reconcile this tension. Yet the European legislators will have to tread carefully to ensure that this endeavor does not jeopardize the efficiency of the future Office or its commitment to due process. Two amendments are needed to address these perils.

First, the proposed system of judicial review for measures undertaken by the EPPO needs to be revised. The current proposal suggests entrusting the member states with the judicial control of the EPPO. Yet this approach would result in a random variation, and in some instances, complete absence of judicial review, especially with regard to EPPO’s dismissal decisions. To guarantee an efficient prosecution throughout the EU, a supranational solution to judicial review on EPPO’s dismissal decisions is necessary. Second, in order to secure equality of arms and due process, EU criminal justice initiatives will have to strengthen not only transnational prosecution, but equally transnational defense.
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CONCLUSION AND FORECAST

The ultimate rules for establishing the EPPO remain intensely debated. Certain provisions still require close scrutiny and revision to guarantee the creation of a supranational office dedicated to justice and efficiency. Despite these controversies, the EPPO project is closer to reality than it has ever been before. An immediate EU-wide implementation would require unanimity in the Council of the EU. Nevertheless, with the cooperation of at least nine member states, the EPPO could begin as an enhanced cooperation project. Given the initiative of supportive member states such as Germany and France, the introduction of enhanced cooperation is very realistic. As such, the EPPO would start off akin to successful EU projects like the Schengen Agreement, whose scope of application has since been extended.

For EU integration, the implementation of an EPPO would signal a paradigm shift. The introduction of a supranational prosecutor would revolutionize criminal prosecution systems that rely on interstate cooperation. Through this move, the EU would take a step towards creating a truly European area of criminal justice and taking on a lead role in the European criminal justice administration.
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